
for submitting new ideas. But, the

program was found to be administra-

tively cumbersome, and wasn’t

deemed particularly successful by any

measure. It ended without a new pro-
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Employee recognition remains an

important consideration for organiza-

tions that wish to distinguish them-

selves as employers of choice. A

2008 WorldatWork survey, for in-

stance, shows that nine in 10 Fortune

500 companies have employee recog-

nition programs in place. Employee

recognition – it’s agreed – is an im-

portant ingredient for creating a posi-

tive work environment and motivat-

ing specific behaviours.

So, how does a mid-sized munici-

pality that lacks the chequebook of a

Fortune 500 company leverage the

concept of employee recognition to

enhance organizational culture? By

listening closely to its employees, let-

ting the overall recognition strategy

evolve from the ground up, and build-

ing excitement around playful, but in-

expensive, tools that give the pro-

gram legs. Of course – a frog cos-

tume never hurts either.

Pedestrian Turns Playful

Years ago, the City of Guelph ran a

fairly traditional recognition program

that involved rewarding employees

A FROG

CALLED JEB
Aidan Prince

gram to replace it.

At the dawn of 2008, the city un-

veiled a new set of corporate values

following an extensive employee in-

put process. “Our VIEW” (being an

acronym for “our values are integrity,

excellence and wellness”) was excep-

tionally well-received by employees,

and set the stage for the launch of a

new peer-to-peer employee recogni-

tion program, designed to motivate

Guelph CAO Hans Loewig (centre left), Mayor Karen Farbridge (centre right), and city staff

welcomed Jeb and his candy bucket on Halloween.
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model behaviours linked to the new

values.

The new employee recognition

program was designed to address em-

ployees’ desire for more social recog-

nition, while reinforcing new corpo-

rate values and motivating specific

behaviours.

Employees formed a committee of

representatives from all departments

to develop the program and ensure it

was meaningful to the city’s diverse

employee groups. It was important

that the program could be used and

the “rewards” enjoyed, whether an

employee worked in an office, in

community parks, or in a garage.

From Tadpole to Frog

Among the recognition committee

members was a woman who worked

in the city’s parking enforcement of-

fice, where teamwork and support is

critical to providing quality service in

a challenging environment.

One day, one parking clerk gave

another a toy frog as a gift. Over

time, that toy frog was passed from

one clerk to another, every time he or

she delivered great service in the face

of extreme challenge. Eventually, it

became a symbol of recognition and

support between one co-worker and

another.

It was a natural evolution then that

the toy frog became the mascot of the

Guelph’s new employee recognition

program. The grassroots process –

born in the parking office – had all

the required elements: it was easy,

playful, promoted the city’s corporate

values, and left people feeling good.

So, like the metamorphosis from tad-

pole to frog, an informal gesture de-

veloped into a well-organized

peer-to-peer employee recognition

program, with all the play and power

to bring it into the mainstream. The

original concept was enhanced with a

few bells and whistles: the frog shed

his pink skin for green, underwent an

image makeover thanks to the city’s

graphic designer, and came to be

known as Jeb.

The new employee recognition pro-

gram was built in the spirit of the city’s

corporate values. It provided tools and

resources to help employees recognize

one another’s contributions, take pride

in their work, support one other, and

have fun.

Fun, Inexpensive Tools Give

Programs Legs

Five tools bring Guelph’s employee

recognition program off the page and

into real life; FROG cards, FROG

awards, the FROG blog, a website, and

recognition events.

FROG Cards – Hard copy and

electronic FROG cards – one for each

corporate value – allow employees to

send their co-workers a message to

let them know they’ve been recog-

nized for demonstrating the values.

These are a quick, easy way for em-

ployees to let others know they were

noticed making a difference.

FROG Awards – The film industry

has the Oscars; the music business

has the Grammies; and the City of

Guelph has the FROGs – glass-like

sculptures weighty enough to com-

mand focus in the average workspace.

The FROG Award was developed as a

special honour to receive and give.

There are 24 coveted awards “hop-

ping” through the organization. One

is passed from one employee to an-

other in recognition of demonstrating

the corporate values in an “above and

beyond” way.

Employees present the award to

their co-workers in a fun, meaningful,

and public way, while bearing in

mind the culture of their work area

and the personality of the recipient.

Presenters usually say a few words to

let the recipient know what behaviour

they noticed, and how they made a

difference.

Recognition committee members

lend support by keeping the awards

moving to ensure goodwill continues

to be spread across the organization.

A special reception for award re-

cipients is hosted by the city’s senior

management team twice a year. Ev-

eryone who receives the award is in-

vited to a celebration, where the di-

rector of his or her department hon-

ours the recipient with a personalized

thank-you card and an exclusive

FROG pin.

FROG Blog – The FROG Blog al-

lows employees to let everyone know

they’ve recognized a colleague for

exemplary behaviour. Blog entries

typically feature a description of the

behaviours or values exhibited by the

recipient, an overview of how

bloggers recognized their co-worker,

and a photo of the presentation.

A summary called Who’s Been

FROG’ed is published in each edition

of the city’s employee newsletter and

posted on bulletin boards in areas

where employees don’t have network

access.

Employee recognition website – The

employee recognition program intranet

site showcases the program, provides

instructions, and gives access to the

e-card and blog tools. The site also pro-

vides general tips on recognition, pho-

tos from past recognition events, and

contact information of each recognition

committee member.

Recognition events – Corporate

events are held throughout the year to

recognize employee efforts. Exam-

ples include employee appreciation

nights like Betting in the Bayou,

Jeb’s Indoor Carnival, and the corpo-

rate Christmas dinner and dance; the

mayor’s holiday celebration; a sum-

mer BBQ; the city Long Service

Awards; and the Quarter Century

Club dinner.

A particularly fun event was an im-

promptu Halloween visit by Jeb. A

life-sized Jeb (in reality, one of the

recognition committee members in

costume) hopped through city hall

and dozens of satellite locations,

handing out Halloween treats. For a

few minutes at least, everyone got to

share a smile with Jeb, who would

not be held back from delivering his

candy even when it meant hopping

behind closed boardroom doors

mid-meeting! Notably, every one of

the hundreds of employees who

shared a moment with Jeb that day

knew him by name, and knew he was
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affiliated with the employee recogni-

tion program – a testament to the pro-

gram’s reach.

Measuring Success

Since the recognition program was

launched in mid-2008, 235 FROG

e-cards have been sent, the FROG

Award has been passed along 92

times, a total of 213 entries have been

posted on the FROG Blog, and the

program microsite receives approxi-

mately 1,000 visits by city employees

each month.

Anecdotal feedback suggests the

program has taken hold, is weaving

its way into the corporate culture, and

is having a positive impact on em-

ployees.

This program is an example of how

cities can build on grassroots efforts and

develop playful, powerful employee

recognition programs – strong enough

to become part of the organization’s

cultural fabric without onerous expense.

It’s also evidence that recognition pro-

grams that are aligned with corporate

values do wonders to help reinforce

those values.

At the City of Guelph, Jeb and

his employee recognition program

are encouraging employees to have

fun, exhibit high-performance be-

haviours, and live the city’s corpo-

rate values of excellence, integrity,

and wellness. MW

Since the program was launched, 235 FROG e-cards have been sent, the FROG Award has

been passed along 92 times, a total of 213 entries have been posted on the FROG Blog, and

the program microsite receives approximately 1,000 visits by city employees each month.
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